
Board of Trustees Meeting 

July 5, 2018 

Temple Beth Israel 

 

The meeting began at 7pm.  

 

Present. Jeff Kirtner, Nina Korican, Jessica Lambright, Reisa Maddex, Geraldine Moreno - Black, Rabbi Ruhi 

Sophia Motzkin Rubenstein, Jared Rubin, Julee Raiskin, Jodie Seasonwein, Amy Steckel. 

 

Torah study. Rabbi Ruhi’s teaching was on Pinchas, the weekly Torah portion. One interpretation is that God 

sees God’s own error, acknowledges fault and evolves. 

 

Announcements. Jared announced that the gun control legislation discussed in a previous meeting was pulled 

and will not appear on the November Oregon ballot. Rabbi Ruhi added that the group pushing the legislation 

will rename itself and be on the ballot in a later election. Pearl suggested that the Board discuss protocol for 

guests of meetings at an upcoming meeting. Clarity around procedures would be helpful for both guests and 

Board members.  

 

Quorum concern. The small number of meeting attendees required discussion about not meeting the standard 

for a quorum. It was decided that a vote would be necessary for the Dues Task Force to move forward with their 

work and that that vote should happen via email. 

 

Rabbi report and update on educator position. Rabbi Ruhi gave an update on the search to replace Gretchen and 

perhaps do adult education as well. Rabbi Ruhi has had a preliminary conversation with Andy Gittelson at 

Hillel over the possibility of an educator position being split between TBI and Hillel. The time might be 30 

hours per week at TBI and 10 hours at Hillel. Rabbi Ruhi explained that the current rabbinic presence at UO is 

filled by rabbis from Ahavas Torah and Chabbad and while this is valuable coverage, Orthodox Judaism may 

not be able to adequately serve a student who is questioning his or her sexuality, for example. It would be good 

to have a more liberal Jewish authority available to serve campus needs and this position might fulfill that need. 

Hillel is interested in exploring this idea further. The idea is in its early phase and could fail to come to fruition. 

Jess mentioned that the Talmud Torah Committee are concerned that their voices be heard when considering a 

future educator. Nina said that the shared position idea could work if the Talmud Torah administrative 

assistant’s role was expanded to relieve some of the administrative tasks from the educator position. The 

Finance Committee will also have to weigh in on what kind of salary TBI could sustain. The first step is for TBI 

to create a job description that meets the needs of the synagogue. Pearl mentioned that shared positions often 

result in a greater workload for the person below the one sharing a position. She urged those writing the 

description to carefully consider what the administration job will look like should the shared position come to 

be. Jess pointed out that a shared position would allow Talmud Torah to more easily recruit teachers from 

campus, which has not always been easy. Julee added that strengthening ties between campus and TBI would be 

hugely beneficial, including bringing needed ties between TBI and BBYO. Jodie would like the person hired to 

be able to speak and read Hebrew. She points out that the paths of supervision must be clear and it will take a 

really special person who could switch hats between the two organizations. Rabbi Ruhi said that this could be 

an interim position as TBI and Hillel clarify their needs.  She added that  a masters in Jewish education or 

ordination would likely be required for this position. Jared and Jess agreed that the administrative position 



would be crucial to a shared position working. As part of her report, Rabbi Ruhi mentioned that she and Paul 

Slovic attended a seminar in New York which focused on psychology in the synagogue. 

 

Executive director report. Nina mentioned the large number of staffing changes. She is waiting to hire a new 

custodian until security needs are clearer. Jerrica has left and Jodie is coming on line. 

 

Financial report. Amy presented the May financials. TBI will finish strongly in 

the black, with preliminary June reports in and final numbers coming soon. When we 

finish the fiscal year in the black, the Finance Committee makes a recommendation to 

the Board about what to do regarding the excess. Julee asked how much room there is to 

make requests, pointing out that the hearth project has gotten some good responses, 

but in trying to wait on more pressing fundraising, she’s finding it difficult to find the right 

time to call people to ask for donations specifically for this project. Amy asked Julee to 

send her an email so that Julee can come talk to the Finance committee at their next 

meeting. 

 

Talmud Torah report. Jess reported that the Talmud Torah Committee just 

completed their retreat. They discussed the educator position and the change in the 4J 

schedule. Wednesday Talmud Torah will go to two class periods (they had been doing 

three) and Talmud Torah will add more Sunday JEWL classes. They might experiment 

with Friday afternoon classes as well. Most of the teachers for next year are hired. 

Talmud Torah is looking for six classroom sponsors for the coming year. Sponsorship is 

still $500.00 per classroom. The Talmud Torah committee will be calling sponsors from 

last year to see if they might be interested in helping out again. 

 

Dues Task Force update. Amy asked Nina if the schedule for meetings could be shifted to ease the burden of 

dues renewal. Nina responded that bylaws would need to be changed. The fundraising schedule would need to 

shift, but it could be explored. The idea that June 1 could be the deadline for membership renewal forms was 

floated, in order to keep from having to shift the end of the fiscal year. Amy described what the Dues Task 

Force is proposing in order 

to get the Board’s approval in the lead up to community meetings that are scheduled for 

August. The Task Force is suggesting a “Voluntary Membership Model.” The Task Force 

feels that this is essentially what we do, but the messaging around it will change. There 

is little difference in amount of dues that we are currently asking for and the amount 

needed for operating expenses that will be requested of membership in the future. This 

will be called a “sustaining amount.” After three or four years of this model, the possibility of adding Talmud 

Torah expense will be reviewed and could be added in at a later date. 

The Task Force was hesitant to make huge changes right away, since this change in and 

of itself feels big. In this model, the operating expenses will be offered to membership, 

the sustaining amount will be pointed out based on those numbers, and then each 

household will decide what they can afford to pay. Fundraising will continue unchanged. 

Jodie asked if the committee has arrived at the sustaining amount while including the 

institution’s need to save. Jeff agrees, and points out that whatever the program is, we 

need to explain all of the expenses to be as transparent as possible. Jeff was pleased 

that our sustaining amount is so close to what we have been asking in dues. His hope is 



that we won’t see a big change in what people pay. The Task Force is now gathering roll 

out materials, and the focus is now being moved to explaining this idea to membership. 

Julee asks if there was a consideration to not using households but members as dues 

paying units. The task force did consider this idea, but found it problematic for a variety 

of reasons. The goal of this project is to engage the community in a way that makes 

everyone feel good about what they choose to pay. Rabbi Ruhi asked how we move 

forward with contacting the Circles of Giving. A script will be sent out to the Board. Each 

Board member will be asked to reach out to two to three people to explain what we are 

planning to do. The Board will receive and email with Amy and Elliot’s submissions, 

which were handed out at this meeting. The Board will be asked to vote by email (due to 

lack of quorum) to authorize the Task Force to move forward. Once the Task Force gets 

approval, the Task Force will continue with the calendar items. Jared asked if the Board will 

have an opportunity to preview the materials at the August Board meeting. Jeff doesn’t 

think that they will all be ready in time. Pearl asked if the committee has considered 

having back up facilitators to deal with potential “hot” responses. The Task Force will 

consider that option moving forward. It should be noted that Elliot Farren arrived at 8pm 

to help present this topic as a member of the Task Force. He left soon after this 

presentation ended. 

 

Safety Committee. There is a letter from Alan Leiman in this month’s Board packet regarding some options 

from the Safety Committee. It will be discussed at the August meeting. The Safety committee is not in 

agreement about some security options and needs the Board to weigh in. Alan will attend the August Board 

meeting, as might other Safety Committee members. The Board is asked to read Alan’s letter with care and 

come prepared to discuss options that he has laid out. 

 

Board openings for the upcoming year. There are two openings for the Board of Trustees. The Board is looking 

for names of good potential members. Board members were asked to encourage potential Board members to fill 

out the application on the website. The nominating committee meets in August and the slate will be voted on in 

November. New Board members will be seated in January. The need for new Board members and the 

procedures to apply will also be mentioned in the TBI newsletter. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:56pm.  

 

Recorded by Reisa Maddex. Submitted by Bruce Kreitzberg. 


